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Abstract- Efficient partitioning of hardware and software is
essential for an optimized system design with a reduced
development time. A reconfigurable Ultrasonic System-onChip Hardware (RUSH) platform has been developed to allow
flexibility in system development for real-time ultrasonic signal
processing applications via hardware-software (HW/SW) codesign. In this paper, we analyze how the various components
within the RUSH system are split into hardware and software.
Hence RUSH provides an industry standard development
platform for both hardware and software designers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The
Reconfigurable
Ultrasonic
System-on-Chip
Hardware (RUSH) platform consists of a Xilinx Virtex-5
(XC5VLX110T) FPGA which embeds a Microblaze
processor within the FPGA firmware. This enables RUSH
to support hardware-software (HW/SW) co-design. The
RUSH platform helps the ultrasonic research community to
conduct real-time signal processing experiments for nondestructive evaluation (NDE) and imaging applications. The
platform includes a 12-bit ADC (Maxim MAX1215N 2012)
which captures ultrasonic signals at a sampling rate up to
250 MSPS. The reconfigurable hardware within the FPGA
is used to implement computationally-intensive signal
processing algorithms. The embedded processor is capable
of executing platform independent C-code. This provides
the flexibility to reuse a substantial portion of available
software, which in turn reduces the system development
time. Reuse of hardware is achieved by integrating IP cores
with the processor through the use of common bus
architecture. Fig.1 shows the ultrasonic test setup for NDE
and imaging applications using the RUSH platform.
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Fig. 1 Ultrasound testing setup using RUSH platform

Apart from the FPGA, RUSH integrates a Maxim
MAX1215N ADC Evaluation Kit (Maxim1215N 2012), a
Maxim MAX5874 DAC Evaluation Kit (Maxim5874 2012),
and two Maxim MAX1536 Power Supply Evaluation Kits.
The FPGA System-on-Chip (SoC) implements the
following Xilinx cores: A Multi-Port Memory Controller
(MPMC), Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
(UART), gigabit Ethernet, System Advanced Configuration
Environment (Sys ACE) compact flash controller, timer,
clock generators and a Microblaze processor.
Some of the ultrasonic signal processing applications
implemented on RUSH are real-time ultrasonic flaw
detection with a high repetition rate using split-spectrum
processing, real-time embedded implementation of chirplet
signal decomposition and real-time coherent averaging for
improving signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Split spectrum
processing was implemented as a HW/SW co-design having
parallel & pipelined multiplications and additions for high
throughput.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
the HW/SW co-design description of the RUSH platform.
Section III explains the ADC design strategies of the RUSH
platform. Section IV presents hardware architecture details
of the RUSH platform. Section V provides software details
of RUSH platform. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. HW/SW CO-DESIGN
By using the RUSH platform, the user can explore the
full design space including software only, hardware only
and hardware/software co-design. It provides a common
platform for both hardware and software designers. The
system is developed by using the IP Core system in the
Xilinx Embedded Development Kit (EDK). The EDK
system implements a common bus based on the IBM
Processor Local Bus (PLB) architecture. The PLB connects
the various IP cores within the FPGA SoC. The ability to
run Linux provides a common industry standard Application
Programming Interface (API) to software designers.
The system can be optimized by partitioning the design
into hardware and software in different ways. For example,
we can have software implementation for an algorithm on
Microblaze processor, use hardware accelerator for
functions such as FFT and iFFT, and use software look-up
tables for trigonometric and exponential functions. The
hardware-software partitioning within the FPGA of the
RUSH system is shown in Fig. 2. The signal processing
algorithms are implemented on FPGA. The FPGA system is
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Fig. 2 HW/SW partitioning on FPGA within RUSH platform

divided into 3 sections - Xilinx IP cores, custom IP cores
and RUSH cores. The Xilinx IP cores are the existing IP
cores provided by Xilinx which includes the Microblaze
processor, MPMC core, gigabit Ethernet core and
peripherals (for e.g., UART, timer, Sys ACE compact flash
controller). Custom IP cores are the hardware components
developed using Xilinx IP cores like the FFT module and
Xilinx primitives such as DSP48 modules, LUTs and
BRAMs. The Split Spectrum Processing (SSP) core is an
example of a custom IP core. RUSH cores are those
developed completely by the RUSH designers by using
hardware description languages and corresponding software.
Here the RUSH cores (DAC and ADC) are developed using
VHDL. Chirplet Signal Decomposition (CSD) is completely
implemented in software on the Microblaze processor.
The MPMC provided by Xilinx (Xilinx 2011) is the
bridge which connects DDR2 memory. The gigabit Ethernet
controller connects to the processor using the PLB interface
and an SDMA (Soft Direct Memory Access) PIM
(Personality Interface Modules) of the MPMC. The RUSH
system communicates with the user using TCP/IP on top of
gigabit Ethernet. The RUSH system provides wired gigabit
Ethernet communication with a theoretical maximum of
118.75 MB/s which is very close to the line rate of 125
MB/s.
III. ADC DESIGN STRATEGIES
The ultrasonic signal operating range is from 20 KHz to
20 MHz. The sampling rate of 250 MSPS allows enough
bandwidth to capture all the received ultrasonic signals. The
maximum throughput of the ADC is 375 MB/s (assuming a
250 MHz clock). The ADC uses LVDS (low voltage
differential signaling) for interfacing to the FPGA. The

ADC delay and the wire length decide the maximum
operating frequency. The ADC edge rate is significant with
respect to the length of wire, so the line is treated as a
transmission line. The transmission line has a delay of 170
ps/inch according to the measurement obtained in this study.
The clocking delay has been compensated by using a
recovered clock in addition to a separate clock domain
operating within the FPGA. With this arrangement a
sampling rate of 200 MSPS has been achieved.
Several options were analyzed to choose the
interconnection between the ADC and FPGA, due to
multiple issues. The connections between the ADC and the
FPGA are located across multiple FPGA input/output
banks; which can cause non-uniform delays for each input.
So, the clock-skew and clock delay has to be controlled
properly. The Virtex-5 device has a dedicated on-chip
Digital Locked Loop (DLL) circuit which provides zero
propagation delay and low clock skew between clock
signals distributed throughout the FPGA. By monitoring a
sample of the DLL output clock, the DLL can compensate
for the delay on the routing network, effectively eliminating
the delay from the external input port to the individual clock
loads within the FPGA. DLL is used for the incoming clock
signal as shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the skew present at
the first D-type Flip Flop (DFF) is eliminated by using the
DLL. This ensured proper operation of the interface.
For the implementation of coherent averaging, a
preprocessing block is designed which provides for precise
synchronization between the ultrasonic pulser and data
acquisition capture logic. The preprocessing block in the
ADC within the FPGA as shown in Fig. 4 provides a highly
accurate synchronization between the data acquisition
capture clock and the excitation trigger pulse applied to the
ultrasonic transducer. The configuration registers
programmed by the user via PLB interface are synchronized
to the ADC clock domain by a synchronizing circuit. Thus
the pulse generator, capture logic and the preprocessing
logic will receive the synchronized versions of the
configuration register values.
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Fig. 4 Synchronization in the ADC core within FPGA

In order to meet timing requirements, the coherent
averaging block is parallelized by a factor of four as
represented in Fig. 5. The concurrent nature of this design
helps to reliably meet timing requirement of the system.
The coherent averaging block uses the block RAMs
(BRAM) which is faster than the distributed RAM. In
Xilinx FPGAs, BRAMs are faster but have a one cycle
delay for access. It takes 2 cycles for the accumulation. The
first cycle is a read cycle and the second is a write cycle.
During the read cycle, the BRAM exports the value to a
register. During the write cycle, the incoming data is added
to the value in the register and stored back in the BRAM.
SIGNAL PROCESSING HARDWARE
ARCHITECTURE
SSP algorithm is implemented inside the FPGA fabric.
The SSP hardware has three major modules - FFT followed
by a basic one-zero windowing algorithm to split the
spectrum, inverse FFTs (iFFT) to obtain frequency-diverse
signals and pass-through absolute minimum post-processing
IV.
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to improve the visibility of target echo in the presence of
clutter. The pass-through absolute minimization block is
used to reduce the noise while minimizing the impact on the
signal of interest. Fig. 6 shows the binary decision tree used
in the post-processing block. Each processing element (PE)
performs a binary decision on which of the two incoming
values is the absolute minimum. Then, it passes the value to
the output. The post-processing block is generic, and can
handle any number of input channels. Each PE implements
a pass-through absolute minimization.
The number of channels and the maximum number of
samples can be modified in the EDK during synthesis. The
SSP algorithm implementation can use up to twelve
channels and 4096 samples and is limited by the number of
DSP48 resources available on the FPGA. DSP48 blocks
inside the FPGA provide constant multiply and accumulate
(MAC) as well as two-operand multiply and division
capabilities. The main components used in the SSP
algorithm are FFT IP cores. For the SSP processing, the
number of FFT IP cores required is equal to the number of
channels for iFFT and one additional core for FFT. The
major challenge in this implementation was to optimize the
area of iFFT implementation. The FFT/iFFT core (Xilinx
Radix 2-Lite FFT IP Core - FFT 2012) provided by Xilinx
is used here because it is one of the most resource efficient
FFT implementation. The latency of this IP core at a
transform size of 4096 points is 57,539 cycles; and it uses
two DSP48 components, seven BRAMs and approximately
250 slices.
There are control registers to store information like the
number of samples to use, the start frequency, bandwidth
and the step between the bands of the SSP algorithm. As
shown in Fig. 7, the dual port memory is accessible by the
SSP algorithm block and also by the processor via PLB. The
processor stores the samples into the memory via PLB
interface. These samples are loaded into the SSP algorithm
block. After processing, the results are stored back to the
memory. A data valid signal (ssp_data_out_valid in Fig. 7)
is used to select between reading from and writing to the
memory by SSP block.
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Fig. 6 SSP pass-through absolute minimization post processing
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VI.
CONCLUSION
The Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA and the embedded
microprocessor within the FPGA are the major components
supporting Hardware-Software (HW/SW) co-design in the
RUSH platform. Co-design brings in several challenges in
system partitioning. RUSH being a reconfigurable platform
provides sufficient flexibility to both the hardware and
software designers in developing an efficient system within
a short period. The modular design structure of this platform
supports to upgrade the system by replacing the existing
FPGA with latest high-performance FPGA devices as they
become available.
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